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ABSTRACT
Nia Kurnialis, 2017 “Teachers’ Questioning Strategies To Reduce Classroom
Management Problems At SMPN 01 Kepahiang.” Thesis.
STAIN Curup
Advisor

: Desfitranita, M.Pd

Co-Advisor

: Eka Apriani, M.Pd

The objectives of this research are to describe teachers' implementation of the
questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems, and to investigate
teachers’ questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problem at SMPN 01
Kepahiang. The design of the research is descriptive qualitative. The subjects of this
research were three teachers who teach English in 7 th, 8th, and 9th grade classes in SMPN
01 Kepahiang. In collecting the data, researcher used the following techniques:
observation and interview. There are some instruments which the researcher used for
collecting the data, consist of: field notes and interview guidance. The field notes was
used to find the implementation of teachers questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems, and interview guidelines was used to find out the teachers
questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems. In analyzing the data,
the steps were data managing, reading, description, classifying, and interpreting. The
result from field notes and interview showed that to reduce classroom management
problems in questioning period, the teacher used all of the strategies,
Key words: Questioning strategy, Classroom Management Problems
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of The Research
English is as foreign language for Indonesian people. English is one of
thousands of language used and spoken in many countries. According to Jeremy
Harmer, “English is international language that used in almost every aspect of
education such as science, technology, economic, travel, information, exchange,
popular culture, education and politic”1. It means that English is an important language
that should be taught, learned and developed at school also in society.
Indeed, English will be taught in the classroom, in which the teaching learning
process is in the classroom, and there are many student activities. Those activities are
reading, speaking, writing, discussion, debate, etc. Teachers, as the facilitator in giving
knowledge to the students, should be ready themselves before standing in the
classroom and starting to teach students. By planning and preparing themselves before,
the teacher will prepare the good condition of their effort in teaching. A teacher is a
person who educates others. Teacher is very important in the school because their
ability in teaching is needed by students in learning process in the classroom. Another
reason why a teacher is important in the school is because the function of teachers is as
director of learning. It means that teacher must control the students activities to create
comfort and success of learning in the class. In addition, teacher is as a designer of
1

Jeremy Harmer, The Practical of English Language Teaching (Lagman, 2004), p.3

1

2

instruction. It means that the teacher has to choose and establish the material. Next,
teacher is a manager of instruction who can manage all of those process of teaching
learning. The last, teacher is an evaluator of student learning2. In short, in society
teacher function is to teach peoples make good behavior in environment.
Teachers also should know the condition of the class, the student and the
suitable strategy for the class. Teacher has function in making the interaction in the
classroom and conditioning the class to be alive. According to Brown, “Interaction is
an important word for language teacher. Interaction is the collaborative exchange of
thoughts feelings, or idea two or more people, resulting in a reciprocal effect on each
other.”3. So, based on the theory above, interaction is important key in teaching
learning.
On the other hands, the classroom interaction cannot happen if the teachers do
not create the democratic condition in the class. One of student interactions in the
classroom is question and answer activity. According to Penny Ur, “One of the best
ways for interaction in the class and creating interactive learning is question” 4
Moreover, according to Bryan Coombs, “Time for question should be allocated for
each lesson. A few minutes are enough.” 5 It means that question-answer is an
important section in teaching learning process. Therefore, it could guide successful
2

H.Douglas Brown, Teaching By Principle, (San Francisco:Pearson Education, 2000), p.168
Ibid., p.165
4
Penny ur, A course in English Language Teaching, (United Kingdom : Cambridge University,
2012), p. 228
3

5

Bryan coombs, Succesful Teaching a Practical, (Heuneman, 1995), p.54

3

teaching-learning process at the time. It is in line with the statement of Kenneth O.
Gangel, “inviting students to participate by asking question also prompts them to think
that is their class rather than teacher class. Such identification with the teaching
learning experience may well produce additional motivation and increase the students
learning level”.6
Based on the theories that question-answer very important, the use of question
should not be viewed as substitute for knowledge of the material or communication of
important content and it could guide the successful of teaching learning process at the
time. However, Borich in Nathan bond found that question account for 80 percent of
classroom talk and that some teacher ask more than 100 of them per hour. Because this
instructional strategy dominates class time and because students are active during the
lesson, it will cause more chances for management problems to arise 7.
According to Nathan Bond, “Classroom management problem occur under two
circumstances during question and answer session. First, if students are dissatisfied or
bored, they may exhibit off task behavior as way to let the teachers know that the
instruction is failing to meets their needs. Generally, students are not asked whether
they like the lesson, so misbehavior is their only resource for providing immediate
feedback to the teachers. Second, Students may misbehave if they are unclear about
expected behavior. Exchanges between teachers and students occur quickly during
6

Kenneth O.Gangel ph.D, Question and Answer in Teaching. p.153
Nathan Bond, 12 Questioning Strategies That Minimize Classroom Management Problems,
(Kappa delta pi , 2007), p. 19
7

4

question and answer session, and teachers seldom make explicit the way they want the
class respond. Thus, students act out because they are unable to “read the teacher’s
mind”8.
To reduce classroom management during question answer session, teachers need
some good strategy. If teachers do not follow good questioning strategies, classroom
management problems will arise. Beesides, according to Nathan bond, there are 12
strategies that teachers can use to reduce classroom management problems in questionanswer session; First, write out some question when planning the lesson; Second,
establish the expectations for behavior before beginning the question period; Third, call
on variety of students; Forth, cue students before asking question; Fifth, ask question
that are the appropriate level for each student; Sixth, ask questions that elicit positive or
correct responses; Seventh, provide students with sufficient wait time after asking a
question and before responding to their comments; Eighth, vary the way students
respond to questions; Ninth, vary the person who respond to the question; Tenth,
respond to every answer and correct errors; Eleventh, ask follow-up questions; and
Twelfth, encourage students to ask questions9. All the strategies can reduce classroom
management problems reduce in question-answer session.
For these reasons, researcher believes questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems is an important issue that should receive more

8
9

Ibid., p.19
Ibid., p.19
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attention during the language teaching process. Thus, it is interesting to investigate
more specifically on the teachers questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems. By doing an investigation towards it, it is expected for getting
valuable information about how the questioning strategies were implemented in junior
high school of Kepahiang regency.
Based on the pre-observation and pre-interview that the researcher did to all
Junior High School in Kepahiang, SMPN 01 Kepahiang was the only school which has
implemented and used the teacher’s questioning strategy to reduce classroom
management problems in quite good condition because when the researcher did pre
observation, came to the classroom and observed the teacher activities in the
classroom, the researcher found that the teachers applied some of questioning strategies
to reduce classroom management problems during question and answer period based
on the indicator from Nathan Bond theories that researcher have formulated, such as
the teacher call on variety of students, the teacher cue students before asking question,
the teacher provide sufficient wait time after asking question, and before responding to
their comment and others. As the result, the classroom management problems were
rarely happened. Besides, SMPN 01 Kepahiang is one the favorite school in
Kepahiang10. So, automatically the interest of students who want to study in this school
is high and the students who want to school there must pass some test, written and
spoken. Therefore, the students has to compete tightly.
10

Kemendikbud.Data Sekolah Menengah di Kab. Kepahiang.
http://referensidata.kemendikbud.goid/index11.php.2016. access in 29 March 2017
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For these reasons, the researcher is interested in conducting the research entitled”
Teachers Questioning Strategies to Reduce Classroom Management Problems”.
In the end of this research, the researcher subsequently obtains the result related to the
teacher strategies to reduce classroom management problems so that this research can
give valuable information to the school itself and other schools.

B. Research Question
Based on the background above, the researcher questions were formulated as
follows :
1. How do the teachers implement the questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang ?
2. What are questioning strategies used by teacher to reduce classroom
management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang ?

C. Objective of the Research
This research aims at finding out the answer of the question stated in the
problems of the research. thus the objective of the research are :
1.

To describe the implementation of questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang

2.

To know the questioning strategies are used by teacher to reduce classroom
management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang.

7

D. Delimitation of the Research
In this research, the researcher limits the study on the implementation of questioning
strategies to reduce classroom management problems by teacher and teachers
questioning strategies used by teacher to reduce classroom management problems. The
researcher focuses on the questioning strategies to reduce classroom

management

problems which consist of 12 strategies based on the theory of Nathan Bond
E. Definitions of key terms.
1. Questioning Strategy
According to Guest in Sujiarti, "Questioning strategy is one of the
important tools to extending students' learning which can help teachers develop
their own strategies to enhance the students work and thinking"11.

2. Classroom Management problems
Classroom management is a term used by teachers to describe process of
ensuring that classroom lesson run smoothly despite disruptive behavior by
students. It can be conclude that classroom management problems are such as
attention getting, power-seeking, revenge-seeking, inadequacy, lack of unity,

11

Sujariati, et al, English Teacher Questioning Strategies in EFL classroom at SMA
Bontomarannu, (Makasar : English Language Education, Vol.3,2016), p. 109

8

non-adherence to behavioral standards and work procedures, negative reactions
to individual members and class approval of misbehavior 12.

F. Significances of the Research
The researcher hope this research will be useful for :
1. The teacher. It can give actual information about teacher what is the benefit of
questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems
2. The researcher. It can give her knowledge and also experiences in developing
scientific discipline that is useful for the writer in the future.

G. Systematic of the research
The explanation of this research are organize into 3 chapters :
Chapter I is introduction. This chapter describe about background of the research,
research question, the objectives of the research, delimitation of the research, operational
definition, significance of the research and systematic of the research.
Chapter II deals with literature review it deals with review related theories and
previous related studies.

12 12

Novita Oktaviani, Pre-service students teachers problem in classroom management, (English
Tadris Study Program Education (Tarbiyah) Department State College for Islamic Studies STAIN Curup,
2015), p. 15-20

9

Chapter III is research methodology It deals with type of the research, subject of the
research, technique for collecting data and instrument of the research. It also includes
technique of collecting data and data analysis.

\

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Review of Related Theories
1. Questioning
Questioning is the most common and universally used activation technique
in teaching. Questioning is fundamental for a good teaching-learning process.
Dori and Herscovitz points out that questioning is a key to an interactive and
meaningful learning, and is the cornerstone of scientific enquire1. For teachers,
questioning is a skill that anyone can learn to use well. Teacher questions are
defined here as initiatives on the part of the teacher which are designed to elicit
(oral) responses by the student. 2
According to Penny Ur, ”They (Questions) may not always be worded as
interrogatives, and conversely, interrogative forms are not always questions. For
example, the question what can you see in this picture? is maybe communicated
by a statement (we’ll describe what is going on in this picture!.) or a command
(tell me what you can see in this picture!), but it’s still a teachers’ question
according to the definition provided at the beginning of this paragraph.3 On the

1

Christine Chin, Students’ Questions: Fostering a Culture of Inquisitiveness in Science
Classroom, (School Science Review, 2004), p.107
2
Penny ur, A course in English Language Teaching, (United Kingdom : Cambridge University,
2012), p. 228
3
Ibid., p. 228

10

11

other hand, an interrogative sentence like will you sit down? is obviously not a
question, but actually a request or command.
2. Classroom Management
a. The definition of classroom management
Classroom management is a term used by teachers to describe process of
ensuring that classroom lessons run smoothly despite of disruptive behavior by
students. It is one of the tasks of teachers who never left. Teachers always
manage classroom when they do their duties. It is important because every day
and every time students’ attitude and behavior always change. Classroom
management is intended to create a conducive learning environment for students
to achieve teaching objectives effectively and efficiently. When the class is
disturbed, the teachers try to restore it in order not to be an obstacle to learning
process. The success of teachers in teaching and learning process depends on
teachers ability in managing and presenting the lesson in the classroom.
There are many theories about classroom management definition.
According to doyle, “Classroom management is certainly concerned with
behavior, but it can also be defined more broadly as involving the planning,
organization and control of learners, the learning process and the classroom
environment to create and maintain an effective learning experience.” 4

4

Doyle, Classroom Management, 1986
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According to Cooper in Azaar in Educatioal Research book by Gay, L.R,
“Classroom management is teacher activities to develop students behavior” 5. It
means that every teachers must have ability to manage the class. Then, according
to Richards, Platt in Suprianto, “Classroom management is a way done by
teacher or sometimes by students to organize and control the class”.
According to Cooper J.M in his book Classroom Teaching Skills as
quoted by Mulyadi in classroom management book’s, there are five management
definition. They are: 6
1) Classroom management is a process to control the students attitude in the
class. The basic of definition is authoritative to make students be more
discipline in the class.
2) Classroom management is an effort to create high freedom of the students.
This concept is from the students assumption potential to be free and teachers’
work to maximize freedom.
3) Classroom management is a student’s behavioral modification process.
4) Classroom management as a process to created positive condition at social
emotion of the class. Basically, this defines the classroom management as
learning in maximizing positive situation in class when occurring.
5) Classroom management is embrowning effort group process.

5
6

Gay, L.R. Educational Research, (New York : Merrill, 1990), p.93
Mulyadi, Classroom Management, (Malang : Aditya, 2009), p.2
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Besides, there are many experts that give the definition about classroom
management. According to Johnson and Mary A Bany who is quoted by Syaiful
Bahri Djamarah and Aswara Zain 7, the definitions are:
1) Classroom management problem is a selection process and the use of
instrument toward problem and class situation.
2) In traditional concept, it is only focus more of class condition which manages
the authoritarian.It is in contrast with modern concept which not only focuses
in class condition but also manages students’ socio emotional and freedom in
teaching learning process.

b. The Problem in Classroom Management.
Clement said “The most serious problem for student-teachers is
classroom management which affect students learning.”8 It means that classroom
management is one of the problems faced by teachers when conducting teaching
practice in the class.
Classroom management discipline problem can be dealt with either on an
individual basis (between teacher and student) or by group solving (class

7

Syaiful Bahri Djamarah, Aswan Zain, Strategi Belajar Mengajar, (Jakarta : Rineka Cipta, 2010),

p, 176
8

Shahriar Rawson, Micro Teaching to Improve Teaching Methods: An Analysisbon students
perspective, 2010, p.17
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meetings).9 The problems in classroom management are divide into 2 categories.
They are individual problems and group problems.10
Rudolf Dreikurs and Pearl Casssel as quoted by Novita Oktaviani
distinguish individual problem classroom management into 4 categories 11 :
1) Attention getting –seek social acceptance
Active: show-of, clown, mischief maker, brat, incessant question, nuisance
(Pain)
Passive: lazy, incept, needs constant help
2) Power-seeking – argues, lies, contradicts, temper tantrums
Active: refuses to do what he/she is told, openly disobedient
Passive: accomplishes no work at all – stubborn, forgetful and passively
disobedient.
3) Revenge seeking- deeply frustrated and confused, gets success through
hurting others
Active: vicious, openly defiant, physical attacks (scratching, biting, kicking)
against fellow students, authority figures and animals, sore loser, poor sport,
resentful
Passive: sullen and defiant

9

Froyen, L.A., & Iverson, A. M, Schoolwide and classroom management : The reflective
educator-leader (3rded), 1999.
10
Novita Oktaviani, Pre-service students teachers problem in classroom management, (English
Tadris Study Program Education (Tarbiyah) Department State College for Islamic Studies STAIN Curup,
2015), p. 15-20
11
Ibid,
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4) Display of inadequacy – deeply discouraged in belonging, no hope in
succeeding.
Active: expects continued failure, feels hopeless
Passive: withdrawn, dropout
The theories above shows all kind of behavior, whether it is the behavior of
the students actively or passively. It is including the poor behavior in the
classroom. The researcher can conclude that if the teachers feel disturbed with
the students’ treatment or feel annoyed, it is posible that the students are in
attention-getting stage. If they are in danger or feel defeated or threatened, the
possibility is that the student is in power-seeking. If they feel hurt or offended, it
is possible that the student is in revenge-seeking stage. Finally, If they really feel
helpless or uncapable of doing anything to confront the student act, it is possible
that they are in display of inadequacy.
Lois V.Johnson and Barry in Novita Oktaviani pointed out 7 categories of
group problem in classroom management. The problems are :
1) Lack of unity
The class lacks unity, and conficts occur between individuals subgroups as :
a) When groups split, appear argumentative over competitive situations
such as game, or boys side against the girls
b) When groups splits by cliques or minority groups
c) When groups take sides on issues or breaks into subgroups

16

d) When hostility and conflict constantly arise among members and create
an unpleasant atmosphere.
2) Non adherence to behavioral standards and work procedures
The class responds with noisy, talk active, disorderly behavior to situations
which have established standards for behaving, as:
a) When group is entering or leaving room or changing activities, lining up,
cleaning up, or going to the auditorium;
b) When group is working in ability groups or engaging in committee work
c) When group is completing study assignment, receiving assignment,
correcting papers, or handling work materials
d) When group is engaged in discussion, sharing, or planning.
3) Negative reactions to individuals members
The class becomes vocal or actively hostile toward one or more class
members, as:
a) When groups does not accept individuals and decides, ignores, or
ridicules members who are different
b) When groups reacts negatively to members who deviate from group code
or who thwart groups progress
c) When a member behavior upsets or puzzles members of the class.
4) Class approval of misbehavior
The class approves and supports individuals as:

17

a) When they talk out of turn, act in ways which disrupt the normal work
procedures, or engage in clowning or rebellious activities
5) Being prone to distraction, work stop page, and imitative behavior.
The groups react with upset, excited or disorderly behavior to interruptions,
distractions or constant grievances, as:
a) When group is interrupted by monitors, visitors, or change in weather
b) When members constantly have grievances relating to other lessons,
rules, policies, or practices they believe are unfair and when settlement
are demanded before work proceeds
6) Low morale and hostile, resistant, or aggressive reactions
The class members engage in subtle, hostile, aggressive behavior creating
slowdowns and work stoppages, as:
a) When materials are misplaced, pencils break, or chairs are upset
b) When books, money, lunches or tools are temporarily lost.
c) When there are constant request for assignment to be repeated and
explained
d) When students constantly complain about behavior of others with no
apparent loss of friendship
e) When students accuse authority figures of unfair practices and delay
classwork with their claims.
7) Inability to adjust to environmental change
The class reacts inappropriately to situations, as:

18

a) When a substitute takes over
b) When normal routines are changed
c) When new members transfer in to the class
d) When stress situations cause inappropriate reactions.
Moreover, Classroom management problems also can occur in the
question answer session. Because students are active during the lesson, there
are more chances to management problems to arise. If teachers do not follow
good questioning strategy, classroom management problems will occur.
Classroom management happen under two circumstances during question
and answer session, the problems are:
a)

If students are dissatisfied or bored, they may exhibit off task behavior
as way to let the teachers know that the instruction is failing to meets
their needs. Generally, students are not asked whether they like the
lesson, so misbehavior is their only resource for providing immediate
feedback to the teachers.

b)

Students may misbehave if they are unclear about expected behavior.
Exchanges between teachers and students occur quickly during question
and answer session, and teachers seldom make explicit the way they
want the class respond. Thus, students act out because they are unable to
“read the teacher’s mind”.
In conclusion, to reduce classroom management problems in question

answer session, teachers need some strategies for questioning.

19

c.

Questioning Strategy to Reduce Classroom Management Problems
Guest quoted in Sujiarti stated that "Questioning strategy is one of the

important tools to extending students' learning which can help teachers develop
their own strategies to enhance the students work and thinking". It means that we
cannot ignore that questioning strategies are very important for teachers and
students. Harvey in Sujiarti stated that questioning strategy is the most effective
when it allows pupils to become fully involved in the learning process 12. He
stated that while the lesson is planning, it is absolutely vital that teachers think
about the types of questions that will be asked to students. It also needs to be
clear on what the intended outcomes of the questions/answer session should be.
It means that the questioning technique will help a teacher to plan questions and
answers session effectively when the teacher plays the questions effectively
based on the students need and the question types to be involved fully in
students’ interaction.
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that questioning strategy
is one of the most important dimensions of teaching and learning. It gives
teachers the chance to find out what students know and understand, and it allows
students to seek clarification and help. It means that through questioning, the
teachers are able to know what the students know and what they do not know.
Questions help teachers and learners in teaching learning process.
12

Sujariati, et al, English Teacher Questioning Strategies in EFL classroom at SMA
Bontomarannu, (Makasar : English Language Education, Vol.3,2016), p. 109
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Questioning strategy is also important to reduce classroom management
problems during question-answer session. It is because during the lesson student
are active. It will give more chances for management problems to arise if
teachers do not follow good questioning strategy. It means teachers need
strategies in questioning their students.
According to Nathan Bond, there are twelve questioning strategies for
teachers to minimize classroom management problems:13
a) Write out some question when planning the lesson.
Teacher seldom writes down their question while planning; instead they
generate them extemporaneously during the lesson. This approach can lad vague
questions that do not engage students in deep, high-quality thinking and,
consequently, unengaged learners may misbehave out confusion or boredom.
Wilen et al encourage teachers to generate questions that are clearly written,
appropriate for the student ability, and sequenced in a logical way.
To go a step furher in their support, teachers can project the planned
questions on a screen using over heads or power point slides.
b) Establish teachers expectations for behavior before beginning the question
period.
Teachers may want to remind student raise the hands, listen carefully to
classmates cpments, and respect one another’s right to self-expression (Emmer,

13

Nathan Bond, 12 questioning strategies that minimize classroom management problems,
(Kappa delta pi , 2007), p 19-21
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Evertson, and Worsham in Nathan Bond). Clarifying the ground rules reduce
confusion and helps everyone know how to act. In addition to learning
appropriate behavior for a discussion in a classroom setting, students learn
important real-world, social skills that can be used later in life, for example in a
business or work setting
c) Call on variety of students.
The elements of surprise and uncertainty are ways to “keep student on
their toes” during a discussion. Teachers can keep students’ attention by calling
on them randomly. Because the learners are uncertain about on whom the teacher
will call, they will remain attentive. Students will want to be able to respond
correctly because they generally do not want to look bad or be embarrassed in
front of their peers (Burden in Nathan Bond).
d) Cue students before asking question.
Classroom management problems arise because well intentioned students
cannot read their teachers mind and thus do not know how to respond. Cueing
the class before asking the question can minimize disruptive outbursts. Four
cueing techniques are available


Call on specific and then ask the question



Ask students to raise their hands and then ask the question



Ask students to shout out the answer and then ask the question



Ask all students to think of an answer before asking the question
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e) Ask question that are the appropriate level for each student.
There is an old saying, “success breeds success.” When students feel
success, they are more inclined to persist with a task. To help them feel success,
the teacher should tactfully ask questions at the appropriate level. Many
instructors will call on students randomly as a way to keep everyone engaged.
There is a downside to this approach. Calling to this approach. Calling on
students randomly means that some questions will be answered in correctly and
that some people in the class will become discourage.
Frustrated students may try to hide their feelings by acting out by
distracting others by telling jokes or acting like the class down. In their research,
in 2004 Jones and Jones found that lower achieving students especially need to
feel success and should be given feedback for their correct answer. Asking
question that involves personal issues or opinions is one way to involved this
group. If low-achieving students feel that the question is too hard or too easy,
then they may misbehave.
f) Ask questions that elicit positive or correct responses.
This technique often used by speakers to keep their audience engaged for
as long as possible. Good and Brophy in Nathan Bond recommended that 75
percent of teachers’ question should elicit and correct responses. Students remain
motivated and more willing to remain intellectually engaged with the teacher if
they feel positively toward the information and can answer the teachers’ question
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correctly most of the time. Generally will not disrupt the lesson if they feel
successful.
g) Provide students with sufficient wait time after asking a question and before
responding to their comments.
In study on questioning, Rowe in Nathan Bond found that teachers wait a
mere 0,9 seconds on average for their students to respond to a question. This
amount of time is too short for average learners to complete the four mental steps
that are required to answer a question. Students must first hear the question and
decide whether they understand it. Second, they must recall the information from
their memories. Third, they must consider whether their responses will be
accepted, and fourth, they must decide whether the teacher will praise or rebuke
their response (Jones and Jones in Nathan Bond).
When teachers increase the amount of wait time, the length of the
responses increase, the respond reflect higher-level thought, and the failures to
respond decrease (Rowe in Nathan Bond). When students are afforded time to
think of an answer, they also are less likely to misbehave.
h) Vary the way students respond to questions.
Responding verbally is the most common way for student to answer the
teachers question. An alternate approach is to ask everyone to jot down an
answer before calling on a student (Thompson in Nathan Bond). The act of
writing makes the question and answer session more multisensory, specifically, it
adds a tactile component to the lesson.
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Requiring students to record their answer encourages wider participation
by the class and reduces management problems because students are to busy
writing and do not have time to misbehave. In addition, the teacher may want to
call on several people before providing the answer. Again, this strategy provides
more opportunities for participation, thus reducing management problems.
i) Vary the person who respond to the question.
Rather than teacher always responding to the students, another variation
is to ask classmates to respond to one other responses. This approach promotes
positive social interaction by encouraging respectful listening. It also involves
more people in the lesson and creates a more interactive exchange between
individual (Burden in Nathan Bond). The more students participate in the lesson,
the less likely they are to misbehave.
j) Respond to every answer and correct errors.
Listen carefully to students’ comments and maintain a high ratio of
positive to negative verbal feedback (Burden in Nathan Bond). Respond to every
answer and offer specific praise. By doing so, teachers show their students that
they have value their ideas. As a result, students will be more incline to behave
because they know that they are respected. Furthermore, if a student does not
seem to understand, ask a classmate to rephrase the question or rephrase it
yourself. If an answer is incorrect, indicate the part that is correct or ask followup question for clarification (Thompson in Nathan Bond).
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k) Ask follow-up questions.
The goal of a question and answer session is to get everyone talk, and one
way to foster more discussion is to ask follow-up questions. Williams, Alley, and
Henson in Nathan Bond found that 95 percent of teachers are classified as lowlevel, usually requiring a yes or no response. Teacher can elicit more discussion
by asking students to justify or explain their reasoning. Asking “why” questions
promotes higher-order thinking.
l) Encourage students to ask questions.
The teacher is usually the person who asks the question during the
discussion. In a longitudinal study of elementary and secondary school classes,
Dillon in Nathan Bond found that each students asks only one question per
month on average. Teachers must take deliberate steps to get their learners to ask
questions.
At the beginning of the school year, a short activity or game could be
planned that requires the class to asks question about a topic. For example,
students could play the game “twenty-question”. Repeating the activity and
rewarding participants will foster the desired behavior. Once the classroom
culture of questions has been established, students then will feel more
comfortable asking them.
In conclusion, asking good question is an important skill that teachers
must develop. Because this approach is used often, there is an increased chance
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management problem to occur. These problems arise typically when students are
bored with the lesson or do not understand the teacher’s expectations for
behavior. To address these issues, teachers can acquire a variety of strategies for
asking questions and apply them in their instruction.

d. How to Apply the Questioning strategy.14
There have been some studies about teachers' questioning strategy.
Durkin in Sujiarti reveales that most teachers asked students questions after
they had taught. Another study conducted by Pressley, et al showed that despite
the abundance of research supporting questioning before, during, and after
teaching to help comprehension, teachers still frequently used questions in post
teaching to comprehend the material.
In addition, Eble in sujiarti argues that teachers' questions can be applied
in three sessions: (1) questions play at the beginning, (2) questions play at the
middle of teaching, (3) and the questions play at the end after teaching in the
classroom. The questions are used frequently at the end of the lesson, but
sometime at the beginning and the middle of teaching the questions are also
used. Furthermore, the questions are applied in each section based on the
functions.

14

Sujariati, et al, opcit., p. 111
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1) Questioning at the beginning
Addressing questions before teaching and studying material is effective
for students who are low/ high ability, and/or known to be interested in the
subject matter. Some teachers apply questioning in the classroom early to help
students who have questions about previous lectures, readings and exam
preparation. In the beginning of a class, giving questions as opening questions
in a conversation can make it easy for the students to answer, and does not
force them to reveal too much about themselves. The questions before teaching
can be in written as a quiz or oral questions. In this session, questions play as
instructional which is the question focuses on the role that questions plays in
helping students learn new material and integrating it with the old one. This
questions' session can also be motivational for encouraging students' motivation
to learn more and increase students' curiosity with the lesson is going.
Furthermore, this session is essential to remind the previous lesson before
entering to the new material, so it will be easier for students in learning and
getting the purpose of the course. The question in this session can provide some
sample questions to help students write meaningful questions. These questions
can then be submitted (a good way to take attendance) and randomly addressed
at the beginning of the class period or used to develop exam questions. In this
session, the teacher can use recall question to recall or remain anything has
done. In other words, the questions used to keep students mind in remembering
the lesson which has been taught. Furthermore, the questions are very useful to
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stimulate students before getting a new material; all at once it used to measure
the input in mind.
2) Questioning at the middle of the class
Questioning at the middle is very effective in producing achievement. It
gains more than instruction carried out without questioning students. Students
perform better on lesson item previously asked as recitation questions than on
items they have not been exposed to before. An oral question is suitable used
for during class teaching and on learning process because it is more effective in
fostering learning than are written questions. Questions which are focused
student attention on salient elements in the lesson result in better
comprehension than no questions. Asking questions during teaching learning
process in class is positively related to learning facts. Based on the functions,
the questions in this session can be used as confirmation check and clarification
request. It also can be used for motivation for students in increasing their power
to master all the material. Furthermore, increasing the frequency of classroom
questions during the class does not enhance the learning of more complex
material. Students and readers or listeners tend to focus only on material that
will help them to answer the questions if these are posed before the lesson end.
In this session, teachers can use yes/no question or display question, or other
type of question which is needed by teachers. For instance, teachers want to
ensure their self that the students have understood before move to other
explanation or other sub topic. It also gives students chance to make
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clarification with an ambiguous meaning of the learning process. Questioning
students during the class can motivate students to learn more.
3) Questioning at the end of the class
Questioning students at the end of class teaching is mostly used by
teachers because it is essential to know students' understanding, to assess
students' learning, to test students input and evaluate both teachers' teaching
quality and the teaching learning process whether have been running well or
not. In this section, it is essential for teachers to apply recall question, a
referential question to check students' understanding. Open/closed questions, or
other type question can also be used by teachers in completing the target
learning. Teacher can use both oral questions and written test. Based on the
functions, the teacher gives questions in this session as a diagnostic tool or
comprehension check when teacher needs to check students understanding and
the quality of learning. Furthermore, questioning students at the end of teaching
can help students synthesize the information and draw conclusions. Their
responses to one last question and the muddiest point can be submitted for
teachers review to address student issues at the beginning of the next class
period or review to clarify content.
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B. Previous Related Studies
There are related studies which have been done by the other researcher.
Shirley Permata Sari conducted a research entitle “teachers’ questioning strategies
in teaching English in SMP Pangudi Luhur Salatiga”. The research investigated
teachers questioning strategies used by teachers in teaching English. The research
used descriptive method. The data were collected and obtained from observation of
class activity by recording the teachers’ talk. Furthermore, the findings show that in
most of the time in the classroom, the teacher used descriptive questioning
strategies. From the data analysis, it can be concluded that compare contrast
questioning strategies was suitable to be applied in the teaching junior high school
student.
Novita Oktaviani conducted a research entitle “Pre-Service Teachers
Problems in Classroom Management” (Descriptive Study of Students-Teachers in
Teaching Practice in Madrasah Aliyah At Islam Boarding School Ar-Rahman
Curup). Her research focused on the students-teacher problems in classroom
management. The subject of this research was English students in STAIN Curup
who had followed PPL or teaching practice in Islamic Boarding School Ar-Rahman
Curup. The researcher used questionnaire to collect the data. The questionaire was
an open close questionnaires types by using interval scale. The result showed that
the dominant problems faced by students-teacher of English study program in
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classroom management is non-adherence to behavioral standards and work
procedures in groups problems.
Dini Anggraini conducted a research entitle “Classroom management
approaches of primary school teachers”. Her research aimed at investigating
classroom management approaches of primary school teachers and exploring if their
management approaches are consistent with the constructivist curriculum. The
sample consisted of 2 teachers at this school. The data were gathered from the
participants via classroom management inventory developed by the teachers. Both
descriptive and inferential statistics were utilized to analyze the data. Mixed design
ANOVA (within subject and between subjects) was employed to investigate the
dominant classroom management approaches that teachers use and to explore the
effect of some variables classroom management approaches of teachers. Result of
the study indicated that primary school teachers prefer to use student centered
management approach rather than teacher-centered approach.
Based on the research above, the researcher found the differences between
the researcher postulated earlier with this research. The differences are the time,
location, purpose and the subject of the research. The purpose of this research focus
on teachers questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems and
the subject of this research are teachers who teach English at SMPN01 Kepahiang.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

a.

Kind of the Research
Kind of this research is descriptive research which is presented in qualitative

way. According to Hancock, “Qualitative research is concerned with developing
explanation of social phenomenon. It described social phenomena as they occur
naturally”1. Therefore, qualitative research focuses on describing the phenomenon that
occurs naturally and presents it based on the data on the field. In addition, according to
Gay and Airasian, “Descriptive research is a research which determines and describes
the way things are, thus researcher reported the result of the research just as it was
found”2 It means that descriptive research means that the researcher presented this
research based on the real data, which are found in the field without any additions or
assumptions of the researcher
From the explanation above, the researcher concludes that descriptive qualitative
research is a kind of research that describes the phenomenon, and the result of the
research is as naturally as possible based on the data that are found on the field and
presented it in word or description form instead of number or measures. Besides, the
information is explained as form analysis and making conclusion is based on the data
collected. Therefore, this research was designed to investigate teachers’ strategies in

1
2

Baverly Hancock, An Introduction to Qualitative Research,(Britain: Trent Focus, 1998). P.02
L, R Gayandn Peter Airasian, Educational Research, (USA: Clarinda Company, 2000). P.175
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questioning their students to reduce classroom management problems at SMPN 01
Kepahiang. This research also tried to give description about it. The researcher described
the data in paragraphs which contained words based the data of field note and interview.

b.

Subject of the Research
The subject of this research were English teachers at SMPN 01 Kepahiang.

There were six English teachers at SMPN 01 Kepahing. In this research, the researcher
used purposive sampling in choosing the sample. Purposive sampling is a nonprobability sample that is selected based on characteristics of a population and the
objective of the research.3. The researcher chose purposive sampling because the subject
of this research had these following characteristics: first, the researcher looked for the
teacher that used and implemented questioning strategies based on the indicator from
Nathan bond theory such as call on variety of students, cue students before asking
question, provide students with sufficient wait time after asking question and before
responding to their comments vary the way students respond to questions, vary the
person who respond to the question and other. Second, the researcher looked for teachers
that had taught students in a long time, had experiences in teaching different grade, and
were ready to be the sample.
Therefore, based on that rules, the total sample of this research were three
English teachers of SMPN 01 Kepahiang. The researcher determined three teachers as

3

Altman DG, Practical Statistic for Research, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1991), p.76
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the sample based on the pilot study and the result that only those three English teachers
were qualified and suitable with the characteristics of subject for this research.

c.

Technique of Collecting Data
The subjects of this research were English teacher at SMPN 01 Kepahiang. There

were six English teachers at SMPN 01 Kepahing as the population. The researcher
selected three English teachers of SMPN 01 Kepahiang as the sample. The researcher
used purposive sampling in choosing the sample. Purposive sampling is a nonprobability sample that is selected based on characteristics of a population and the
objective of the research.4 In this research, the researcher investigated the questioning
strategies used by teacher to reduce classroom management problems in VII, VIII, IX
grade. The considerations for choosing those teachers were because they taught different
grade, and the researcher wanted to know what questioning strategies used by teacher in
different grade and how they were implemented.
The researcher collected the data through the following strategies:
a.

Observation
The researcher used observation to know the real conditions about how the

teachers implemented questioning strategies to reduce classroom management
problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang. “Observation is systematic record – keeping and

4

Altman DG, Practical Statistic for Research, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1991), p.76
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perception to accurate symptoms”5. It means that the researcher recorded the teacher
and the activities in the classroom to get the data.
In this research, the researcher used nonparticipant observation. According to
Kothari, “Nonparticipant observation means the researcher does not follow directly as
participant and separately as observer” 6. It means that the researcher did not participate
totally in the teacher activities. To do this observation, the researcher used field note.
The purpose of observation was to explain the situation that would be studied,
activities in that area and the relation between the situation and the activities. In
addition, the observation was conducted on October 09 th until 02 th November andit
was conducted at SMPN 01 Kepahiang. The researcher conducted the observation six
times for every teacher.
b.

Interview
An interview is a purposeful interaction, usually between two people, focused

on one person trying to get information from the other person. Interview permits the
researcher to obtain data and compare it with the data from observation. 7

This

interview will be used to investigate questioning strategies which were used by teacher
to reduce classroom management problems.
In this research, researcher used Semi-Structure Interview. Catherine Dawson
states that in semi-structure interview the participant is free to talk about what he or
5

Kothari. 2004. Research and Methodology. New Delhi: New Age International (P) Limited, p.

97
6

Ibid
LR Gay and Peter Airasian, Research Competencies for Analysis Application, (New Jersey :
MERRILL an imprint of practice Hall, 2000), p. 219
7
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she deems important, with little directional influence from the researcher, the
researcher also wants the interview to remain flexible so that other important
information can still arise".8 The researcher used semi structured interview because if
there was additional question when the researcher interviewed the subject of the
research which was related with this research, the researcher asked it although the
question was not contain in interview guidance.
In this research, the researcher used interview guidance as a compass handling
to dig the information deeply to the teachers, but the interview guidance was not
certainly used all in doing interview, and the question in interview guidance could be
deleted or added if they were needed. All the respondents were given the same
questions based on interview guidance to get more complete data which consisted of
the area of the interview.

d. Research Instrument
Based on the strategies for collecting the data above, there were some
instruments which researcher used for collecting the data as follows:
a.

Field Notes
Field Notes are the observer’s record of what he or she has seen, heard,

experienced, and thought about during an observation session. In this research, field
note was used when the researcher did observation. It could give the data for the first

8

Catherine Dawson, Practical Research Methods (A User Friendly Guide to Mastering Research),
(United Kingdom: Cromwell Press, 2002), p. 29
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research question. The researcher used field notes during the observation. The
researcher designed the field notes items based on the indicator which were in
blueprint on the main theory from Nathan Bond about questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems. He declared that there are twelve questioning
strategies to reduce classroom management problems. The format of field notes
consisted of the activities that the teacher did every step of teaching learning
established on the indicators for teachers and roles.

Table 1
Field note to identify the implementation of Teachers questioning strategies to
reduce classroom management problems
No

Indicators

1

Write out some questions
when planning lesson

2

Establish your expectations
for behavior before beginning
the question period.

Sub-Indicators
a. Teachers generate question
that are clearly written
b. Teachers
write
some
question that appropriate
for the students ability
c. Teachers
write
some
question that sequenced in
logical way
d. Teachers
project
the
planned question on a
screen using over heads or
power point.
a. Teachers
give
the
classroom rule to students
in giving and answer
question
b. Teachers remind students
raise their hand if she/ he
have question
c. Teachers remind students

Description
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d.

3

Call on a variety of students

a.

4

Cue students before asking
the questions

a.

b.

c.

d.

5

Ask questions that are the
appropriate level for each
student

a.

b.

c.

6

Ask questions that elicit
positive or correct responses

a.

7

Provide students with
sufficient wait time after
asking a question and before
responding to their
comments.
Vary the way students
respond to questions

a.

8

a.

to listen carefully to
classmates comments
Teachers remind students
to respect one another’s
right to self-expression
Teachers call students
every
students
by
randomly
Teachers call students
name (call on specific
students) and then ask the
question
Teachers ask student raise
their hand and then ask the
question
Teachers ask students to
shout out the answer and
then ask the question
Teachers ask all of
students to think of an
answer before asking the
question
Teachers give variety
question based on students
level
Teachers giving feedback
for
student’s
correct
answer
Teachers asking question
that
involve
personal
issues or opinions.
Teachers give question
which students able to
answer
Teachers gives sufficient
wait time for students to
think the answer of the
questions
Teachers ask students to
write down the answer
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9

10

Vary the person who respond
to the questions

a.

Respond to every answer and
correct errors

a.
b.

b.

c.
11

Ask follow up questions

a.
b.

12

Encourage students to ask
questions

a.
b.

b.

Teachers call students
classmate to respond to
one another’s responses
Teachers respond to every
answer
Teachers give comment
to every answer from
students
Teachers give correction
to every students wrong
answer
Teachers offer specific
praise to the students
Teachers give reasoning
and essey question
Teachers
asking
the
students to justify or
explaining their reason
Teachers give students
stimulus to give question
Teachers ask students to
give question

Interview Guidance
The researcher must have interview guidance to indicate what questions are to

be asked, in what order and how much additional prompting or probing is permitted. 9
Interview guidance is a list of several questions in interview to get the information
from subject of the research.

10

It was used when the researcher interviewed the

teachers in orders to attain standardize comparable data from each respondent. All
interviews must be conducted in essentially the same manner. The researcher designed
the interview items based on the indicator which were in blueprint on the main theory
9

Chatherine Dawson. Practical Research Methods. (Wiltshire: Cromwell Press. 2002). P. 66.
L.R Gay, Educational Research, Competencies for Analysis and Application, (Florida: Florida
Product, 2003), p. 292.
10
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from Nathan Bond about questioning strategies to reduce classroom management
problems. The interview would be validated by expert. The researcher chose a lecture
of STAIN Curup to make it valid.
Table 2
Interview guidance to identify teachers questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems
No
Indicator
1
Write out some question
when
planning
the
lesson.

2

3
4

5

6

7

Sub Indicator
a. Do
you
use
various
questioning
strategies
to
reduce classroom management
problems? Why?
b. Do you generate questions that
are clearly written for your
students?
Establish
teachers a. Do you have establish your
expectations for behavior
expectations for behavior
before beginning the
before beginning the questions
question period.
period? How do you extend it?
b.
How do you extend it?
Call on variety of
students
Cue students before
asking question.
b.
Ask question that are the
appropriate level for each
student.

a. Do you call your students
randomly?
a. Do you cue your students
before ask the questions?
How you do that?
a. Do you give variety question
based on students level?
b. Do you give feedback for
students correct answer?
c. Do you give questions that
involve personal issues or
opinions?
Ask questions that elicit a. Do you give question which
positive
or
correct
your students able to answer?
responses.
Provide students with a. Do you gives sufficient wait
sufficient wait time after
time for students to think the
asking a question and
answer of the question?

Answer
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before responding
their comments.

to

8

Vary the way students a. Do you ask your students to
respond to questions.
write down their answer? why

9

Vary the person who a. Do you call students classmate
respond to the question.
to respond the another’s
responses? Why?

10

Respond to every answer a. Do you respond to every
and correct errors.
students answer?
b. Do you give correction and
comment to every students
answer and offers specific
praise to the students? Why?
Ask follow-up questions. a. Do you give reasoning and
essay questions to your
students and after that justify
and explaining their reason?
Why?
Encourage students to a. Do you give stimulus and ask
ask questions.
your students to give question?
Why
do you think it is
important?

11

12

e.

Technique of Data Analysis
Data analysis is the process of systematically searching and arranging the

interview transcript, field notes and other materials that you accumulate to increase
your own understanding of them and to enable present what you have discovered to
others11. According to Creswell, all of the data will be analyzed by these steps, as
follows: 12

11

Robert C. Bogdan, Qualitative research for educational : An introduction to theory and
methods, (USA :alin and bacon inc Boston London Sydney Toronto 1982), p.145
12
John W. Creswell, Research Design, Qualitative, and Mixed methods Approaches, Third
Edition, (Los Angeles Uni 2009), p.185
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1.

Data Managing.
Data managing involves creating and organizing the data collected during the

study. Data managing is done in order to make sure that you have dated, organized
and sequenced all field notes, transcripts observer’s comments, memos and reflection.
The main purpose of data managing is first to organize the data and check it for
completeness, second is to start the researcher on the process of analyzing and
interpreting the data. In this research, this step was used to organize the data from pre
observation, observation, interview and documentation based on indicators.
2.

Reading/Memoing.
Reading involves the field notes, transcript, memos, and observer comments to

get a sense of your data13. The researcher started to read all the data to get general
description about the implementation and the questioning strategies used by the
teacher to reduce classroom management problems. so after that the researcher can
know how to arrange those all.
3. Classifying.
Description is based on the observation and field notes which are to provide the
true picture of the settings and events that took place in it. So, the researcher and the
reader have an understanding of the context in which the study took place. In this
step, the researcher started to describe all the data that can help to do the next step
inanalyzing data.

13

L.R.Gay .Education Research competence for analysis and application, (Florida International
university), p. 219
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4. Describing
The aim of description is to provide the true picture the setting and events that
took place in it, so the researcher and the reader have an understanding of the context
in which the study took place14. In this step, the researcher start to describe all the
data from observation and interview that can help the researcher to do the next step in
analyzing the data.
5.

Interpreting
In data interpreting stages of study, interpretation is also a part of process of

writing the result of study. Interpreting is the reflective, integrative and explanatory
aspect of dealing with a study’s data. The researcher interpreted data whenever he or
she used some conceptual basic understanding to cluster variety of data pieces into a
category15. Interpreting continuoued after the data collection and analysis.

14
15

Ibid, p 241
Ibid, p.250
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents research findings of teachers’ questioning strategies to
reduce classroom management problems. This chapter is divided into two sections
which are finding and discussion. This study presents the two major objectives. They are
as follow:
1. Teachers’ implementation of the questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang.
2. Teachers’ questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems at
SMPN 01 Kepahiang.

A. Research Finding
This study described the findings from observation and interview. This research
had been done on 09 October until 02 November. In Collecting the data, the researcher
used two instruments. They were 1) field note for observation 2) Interview guidance for
Interview,
In the table below, the researcher presented the finding of observation and
Interview, they are as follow:
1.

Teachers‟ implementation of The Questioning Strategies to reduce classroom
management problems.
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To know the teachers’ implementation of the questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems, the researcher used field notes. The field notes
consist of several indicators which based on the theory and the field notes are based
on 6 meetings for all teachers. For implementing the strategies, some teachers used
same ways on it. The descriptions about it is as follow:

Teacher A
Table 3
The result of Observation Teachers’ Questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems.

No
1

Indicators

Sub-Indicators

Description

Write out some questions a. Teachers generate question a. The teacher did not use this
when planning lesson
that are clearly written
strategy, the teacher used on
b. Teachers
write
some
strategies
number
2.
question that appropriate
Establish
teacher
for the students ability
expectations for behavior
c. Teachers
write
some
before
beginning
the
question that sequenced in
question period, 3. Call on
logical way
variety of students, 5. Ask
d. Teachers
project
the
question that are appropriate
planned question on a
level for each students, 6.
screen using over heads or
Ask question that elicit
power point.
positive or correct responses,
7. Provide students with
sufficient wait time after
asking question and before
responding to their comment
9, vary the person who
respond to the question, and
10. Respond to every answer
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and correct errors.
2

Establish your
a. Teachers
give
the a. The teachers gave the
expectations for behavior
classroom rule to students
classroom rules to students in
before beginning the
in giving and answer
giving and answer question.
question period.
question
b. Teachers remind students b. The
teacher
reminded
raise their hand if she/ he
students to raise their hand if
have question
she/he have question by
saying:
“if
you
have
question, please raise your
hand.“
c. Teachers remind students c. The
teacher
reminded
to listen carefully to
students to listen carefully for
classmates comments
their classmates comments
by saying: ”please listen
carefully to your friend
answer because after this, I
will ask you to repeat your
friend answer”
d. Teachers remind students d. Teacher did not remind
to respect one another’s
students to respect one
right to self-expression
another’s right to selfexpression

3

Call on a variety of
students

a. Teachers call students
every
students
by
randomly

a. The teachers called every
student randomly to answer
the question. For e.g:
Manda, what that should we
say if we want to ask
someone about the time?”,
after called manda, the
teacher called the other
students to answered the next
question.

4

Cue students before
asking the questions

a. Teachers call students
name (call on specific
students) and then ask the
question
b. Teachers ask student raise
their hand and then ask the
question
c. Teachers ask students to

a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies
number
2.
Establish
teacher
expectations for behavior
before beginning the question
period, 3. Call on variety of
students, 5. Ask question that
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5

Ask questions that are
the appropriate level for
each student

shout out the answer and
then ask the question
d. Teachers ask all of
students to think of an
answer before asking the
question

are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment 9, vary the
person who respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct
errors.

a. Teachers give variety
question based on students
level
b. Teachers giving feedback
for
student’s
correct
answer

a. Teachers gave variety of
question based on student
level.
b. Teachers gave feedback for
student correct answer, for
example: “ok you are right,
ok good”.
c. Teachers asked question that
involve personal issues that
related to the materials for
example: “dinda, what time
you usually get up in the
morning?”.

c. Teachers asking question
that involve personal
issues or opinions.

6

Ask questions that elicit
positive or correct
responses

a. Teachers give question a. The teachers gave question
which students able to
which students able to
answer
answer based on the material
that they have learnt before

7

Provide students with
sufficient wait time after
asking a question and
before responding to
their comments.

a. Teachers gives sufficient a. When the teachers gave
wait time for students to
question, after that teacher
think the answer of the
gave sufficient wait time for
questions
students to answer the
question

8

Vary the way students
respond to questions

a. Teachers ask students to a. The teacher did not use this
write down the answer
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies
number
2.
Establish
teacher
expectations for behavior
before beginning the question
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period, 3. Call on variety of
students, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment 9, vary the
person who respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct
errors.
9

Vary the person who
respond to the questions

a. Teachers call students a. Teachers
call
students
classmate to respond to
classmate to respond their
one another’s responses
friends
question.
For
example: “reval, could you
help me to answer ahmad
questions?

10

Respond to every answer
and correct errors

a. Teachers respond to every a. Teachers gave respond for
answer
students answer
b. Teachers give comment to b. Teachers just gave comment
every
answer
from
for students answer if their
students
answer is wrong or not clear
yet
c. Teachers give correction to c. Teachers gave correction for
every students wrong
students error answer, and
answer
after that correct the student
error, after that gave the true
answer.
d. Teachers offer specific d. The teacher gave praise to
praise to the students
the student if they can answer
the question. For example “
who can answer this answer
I will give plus point”

11

Ask follow up questions

a.
b.

Teachers give reasoning a. The teacher did not use this
and essay question
strategy, the teacher used on
Teachers asking the
strategies
number
2.
students to justify or
Establish
teacher
explaining their reason
expectations for behavior
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before beginning the question
period, 3. Call on variety of
students, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment 9, vary the
person who respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct
errors.
12

Encourage students to
ask questions

a.
b.

Teachers give students
stimulus to give question
Teachers ask students to
give question

b. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies
number
2.
Establish
teacher
expectations for behavior
before beginning the question
period, 3. Call on variety of
students, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment 9, vary the
person who respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct
errors.

Based on the result of the first field note, it can be seen that the teacher
implement 7 from 12 of the strategies to reduce classroom management problems in her
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class, such us give some rules in giving question, call her students randomly, ask
question based on students level and able to answer by students, give sufficient time to
her students to answer the question and so on, and the first teacher did not use strategy
number 1, 4, 8, 11, 12

Teacher B
Table 4
The result of Observation Teachers’ Questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems

No

Indicators

Sub-Indicators

Description

1

Write out some questions a. Teachers generate question
when planning lesson
that are clearly written
b. Teachers
write
some
question that appropriate
for the students ability
c. Teachers write
some
question that sequenced in
logical way
d. Teachers
project
the
planned question on a
screen using over heads or
power point.

a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 3. Call on
variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 9. Vary the
person who respond to the
question, 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors, and 12. Encourage
students to ask question.

2

Establish your
a. Teachers
give
the
expectations for behavior
classroom rule to students
before beginning the
in giving question
question period.

a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 3. Call on
variety of students, 4. Cue
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b. Teachers remind students
raise their hand if she/ he
have question
c. Teachers remind students
to listen carefully to
classmates comments
d. Teachers remind students
to respect one another’s
right to self-expression

students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 9. Vary the
person who respond to the
question, 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors, and 12. Encourage
students to ask question.
a. The teacher called her
students randomly

3

Call on a variety of
students

a. Teachers call students
student randomly

4

Cue students before
asking the questions

a. Teachers call students a. The teacher called name, for
name (call on specific
example: “andi, what that
students) and then ask the
should you say, if you want to
question
give some one suggestion?
b. Teachers ask student raise b. The teacher asked students
their hand and then ask the
raise their hand before she
question
gave question. For example:
who can answer my question
please raise your hand. Ok,
What is the difference
between should and must?
c. Teachers ask students to c. The teachers asked students to
shout out the answer and
shout out the answer by said:
then ask the question
“to day we will learn about
suggestion, is there anybody
know what suggestion is?
d. Teachers ask all of d. The teacher asked all of
students to think of an
students to think of an answer
answer before asking the
before asked question, for
question
example: “please think one
suggestion that should you
give if your friend come late”.

5

Ask questions that are
the appropriate level for

a. Teachers give variety a. The teacher gave variety
question based on students
question based on students
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each student

level
level
b. Teachers giving feedback b. The teacher gave feedback
for
student’s
correct
for students correct answer
answer
by give applause, say good,
smart, great
c. Teachers asking question c. The teacher did not asking
that involve personal
question
that
involve
issues or opinions.
personal issues or opinions

Ask questions that elicit
positive or correct
responses
Provide students with
sufficient wait time after
asking a question and
before responding to
their comments.

a. Teachers give question a. Teacher gave question which
which students able to
students can answer
answer
a. Teachers gives sufficient a. Teachers gave sufficient wait
wait time for students to
time for students to think the
think the answer of the
answer of the question based
questions
on the difficulties of the
question

8

Vary the way students
respond to questions

a. Teachers ask students to
write down the answer

9

Vary the person who
respond to the questions

a. Teachers call students a. The teacher called students
classmate to respond to
classmates to respond to one
one another’s responses
another’s response

Respond to every answer
and correct errors

a. Teachers respond to every
answer

6

7

10

a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 3. Call on
variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 9. Vary the
person who respond to the
question, 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors, and 12. Encourage
students to ask question.

a. The teachers respond
every students answer.

to
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b. Teachers give comment to b. Teachers gave comments to
every
answer
from
students error answer
students
c. Teachers give correction c. The teachers gave correction
to every students wrong
just if the students answer is
answer
error.
d. Teachers offer specific d. The teachers offer specific
praise to the students
praise to the students if they
can answer the question.
11

Ask follow up questions

a. Teachers give reasoning
and essay question
b. Teachers
asking
the
students to justify or
explaining their reason

a.

12

Encourage students to
ask questions

a. Teachers give students
stimulus to give question

a. The teachers gave students
stimulus to give question by
said will gave point plus if
they
disposed
to
ask
question.
b. The teachers ask students to
give question.

b. Teachers ask students to
give question

The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 3. Call on
variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 9. Vary the
person who respond to the
question, 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors, and 12. Encourage
students to ask question.

The table above is the result of the second teachers’ field note. From the data
above, the researcher can conclude that there was difference between first teacher and
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second teacher. Second teacher almost used all of questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems. She used 8 from 12 strategies. The first teacher used
strategy cue her students first before asking the question to reduce classroom
management problems, and she also used most of strategy after she have explained the
material.
Teacher C
Table 5
The result of Observation Teachers’ Questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems
No

Indicators

Sub-Indicators

Description

1

Write out some questions
when planning lesson

a. Teachers
generate
question that are clearly
written

a. The
teacher
generated
question that are clearly
written and applied the
question on the white board
when she was teaching after
that she asked the student to
answer that questions.
b. The teacher wrote some
question that appropriate for
students ability
c. The teacher wrote some
question that sequenced in
logical way.
d. The teacher did not project
the planned question on a
screen using over heads or
power point

b. Teachers write
some
question that appropriate
for the students ability
c. Teachers write
some
question that sequenced in
logical way
d. Teachers
project
the
planned question on a
screen using over heads or
power point.
2

Establish your
a. Teachers
give
the a. The teacher did not use this
expectations for behavior
classroom rule to students
strategy, the teacher used on
before beginning the
in giving question
strategies number 1. Write
question period.
b. Teachers remind students
out some question when
raise their hand if she/ he
planning the lesson, 3. Call
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have question
c. Teachers remind students
to listen carefully to
classmates comments
d. Teachers remind students
to respect one another’s
right to self-expression

on variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 8. Vary the
way students respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors.

3

Call on a variety of
students

a. Teachers call
randomly

students

a. The teacher called every
student randomly to answer
the question. For e.g: She
directly point the students
and point the student based
on attendance list.

4

Cue students before
asking the questions

a. Teachers call students
name (call on specific
students) and then ask the
question

a. The teacher called students
name, before ask question,
for example: ”wahyu, what
that should we say if ask
someone to do something
b. Teachers asked students raise
their hand and then ask the
question, by said: ”please
share your hand if you can
answer the question”.
c. At the beginning of the class
the
teachers
gave
a
brainstorming by giving
question to the student after
that the teacher asked the
students to shout out the
answer about the material
that they will learn.
d. The teachers asked all off
students to think of an

b. Teachers ask student raise
their hand and then ask the
question
c. Teachers ask students to
shout out the answer then
ask the question

d. Teachers ask all of
students to think of an
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answer before asking the
question

answer before asking the
question. For example: ok
please think one sentence
about something to do and
not to do, after that I will call
on someone.

5

Ask questions that are
the appropriate level for
each student

a. Teachers give variety a. The teacher gave variety of
question based on students
question based on student
level
level.
b. Teachers giving feedback b. The teachers gave feedback
for
student’s
correct
for student correct answer,
answer
for example: “ok you are
right, good boy or good girl”.
c. Teachers asking question c. The teacher asked question
that involve personal
that involve personal issues
issues or opinions.
that related to the materials
for example: “ok now we
learn about something to do
and not to do, please give one
example
how
to
say
something to do and not to do
based on your experience”.

6

Ask questions that elicit
positive or correct
responses

a. Teachers give question
which students able to
answer

7

Provide students with
sufficient wait time after
asking a question and
before responding to
their comments.

a. Teachers gives sufficient a. When the teachers gave
wait time for students to
question, the teacher gave
think the answer of the
sufficient wait time for
questions
students to answer the
question

8

Vary the way students
respond to questions

a. Teachers ask students to
write down the answer

a. The teacher asked students to
write down the answer in
their book

9

Vary the person who
respond to the questions

a. Teachers call students
classmate to respond to
one another’s responses

a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 1. Write
out some question when
planning the lesson, 3. Call

a. The teachers gave question
which students able to
answer based on the material
that they have learnt before
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on variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 8. Vary the
way students respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors.

10

Respond to every answer
and correct errors

a. Teachers respond to every
answer

b. Teachers give comment to
every
answer
from
students

11

Ask follow up questions

c.

Teachers give correction
to every students wrong
answer

d.

Teachers offer specific
praise to the students

a.

Teachers give reasoning
and essay question

b.

Teachers asking the
students to justify or
explaining their reason

a. The teacher
respond the
students answer for example
“ok good, ok yovan your
answer is true”
b. Teachers just gave comment
for students answer if their
answer is wrong or not clear
yet
c. Teachers gave correction for
students error answer, and
after that correct the student
error, after that gave the true
answer.
d. The teacher gave praise to
the student if they can answer
the question. For example “
who can answer this answer
I will give plus point”
a. The teacher did not use this
strategy, the teacher used on
strategies number 1. Write
out some question when
planning the lesson, 3. Call
on variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
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are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 8. Vary the
way students respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors.
12

Encourage students to
ask questions

a.
b.

Teachers give students a. The teacher did not use this
stimulus to give question
strategy, the teacher used on
Teachers ask students to
strategies number 1. Write
give question
out some question when
planning the lesson, 3. Call
on variety of students, 4. Cue
students
before
asking
question, 5. Ask question that
are appropriate level for each
students, 6. Ask question that
elicit positive or correct
responses,
7.
Provide
students with sufficient wait
time after asking question
and before responding to
their comment, 8. Vary the
way students respond to the
question, and 10. Respond to
every answer and correct the
errors.

From the result of the third field note, it can be concluded that to apply the
strategy, the teacher C almost used all of the strategies in questioning to reduce
management classroom problems in her class such as write out some question before
planning the lesson, call on variety of students, cue students before asking the question,
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ask question that are appropriate level for each student, and ask questions that elicit
positive or correct responses. However, teacher C did not use four from twelve
strategies. She did not establish her expectations for behavior before the beginning of the
questioning period, vary the person who responds to the questions, ask follow up
question and encourage students to ask question.
2. Teachers questioning strategies to reduce classroom management
problems.
To know the questioning strategies used by the teacher to reduce
classroom management problems at SMPN 01 Kepahiang, the researcher had
done interview with three English teachers as respondents. The researcher gave
the question based on theory about questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems as the indicators. The data obtained from interview were
concluded by the researcher as showed below:
Teacher A
From the interview with teacher A, teacher A use various questioning
strategy to reduce classroom management problems. Teacher A who used various
questioning strategy in teaching large class said that:
“of course, if I just use one strategy, so it will not optimum, for
example if I just ask them to raise their hand if they know the
answer, so it must be the same students that will raise their hand.
So If I use various kind of questioning strategy, every student
will get the opportunity to answer or asked the question, so they
must be focus with the material”
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Based on the statement above, the teacher used various questioning
strategies to reduce classroom management problems. Various strategies helped
the students to get opportunity to answer or ask the question.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher generated questions
that were clearly written for her students, she said that she generated questions
that were clearly written for her students . The answer of the teacher can be
mentioned as follow:
“Yes,if I written question usually I make it depend on the
material that I will teach, because for this chapter I teach about
time, so I think just enough for think the question what that will I
ask without write it first, because I usually the form of the
question for exercise I use worksheet or text book.”
In that statement, the teacher did not always generate questions that were
cleary written for her student. She generated questions only based on the
difficulties of the material.
Rule was really important before teachers asked or gave questions. The
researcher also asked the teacher about whether the teacher gave classroom
rules in giving question. She said that rules really helped her to reduce
classroom management problems. The teacher’s answer can be seen below:
“yes, if I did not give rules when asking or giving the answer, so
usually confusion will happen, like when their friend is answer
the question so the other students will busy to chat with, so I give
the rules for example when their friend is answering the question
if they not pay their attention so I will ask them to replay the
question so they know how to act”
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The statement above indicates that the teacher giave rules to the student in
order to minimize the confusion.
When the researcher asked the teacher about whether the teachers called
on her students randomly, the tecaher answered as follow:
“Yes,off course, to give all of students opportunity to answer the
question, beside of that if they called by randomly, they will more
focus, because they afraid that their name will called by
teachers”
Based on the teacher answer, the researcher can conclude that the teacher
called on students randomly to make students be more focus with the question.
Cue the students before asking the question was also one of teacher
strategies to reduce classroom management problems. The researcher asked
whether the teacher cued her students before asking question . The teacher said
that she cued her students before asking question. The response of the teacher
can be seen as follow:
“Yes, because it can minimize problems when I ask question.
Before I ask question, I usually cue my students first such as ask
the students raise their hand if they know the answer of my
question.”
Based on the teacher’s response above, the researcher concluded that the
teacher cued her students first before asking the question to minimize the
problems in the class .
When the researcher asked the teacher whether the teacher gave variety of
question based on students level, the answer of the teacher was:
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“of course, because if I give question not based on their level
they will confuse and the class become passive”
The statement shows that he teacher giave variety of question based on
her students level to make her class become more active and to reduce
confusion in the class.
The next question from the researcher is whether the techer gave
feedback for students correct answer. Here is the answer:
“yes, it must, because feedback is one of kind of respect from
teacher for student, if the teacher give feedback for students they
will more spirit to follow the materials”
Based on the teachers answer above, the teacher also gave feedback for
students by correcting answer to give appreciation for students..
When the researcher ask about whether the teacher give question that
involve personal issues or opinions, the teacher said yes . The answer of the
teacher is showed as follow:
“yes, but usually it depend on the materials.”

The statement above indicates that the teacher asked question that involve
personal issues or opinions depend on the materials.
The researcher also asked the teacher whether she gave question which
the students were able to answer. The teacher answer was yes, she gave students
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question that they were able to answer. The teacher answered can be seen as
follow:
“yes, because if students can answer my question they will
remain motivated to follow the learning process”
Based on the statement above, the reserarcher can conclude that the
teacher gave question that were able to be anwered so that the students remained
motivated to follow the learning process.
The researcher also asked whether the teacher gave sufficient wait time
for students to think about the answer of the question. The teacher said that she
always gave sufficient time for students to think about the answer. The teacher
response can be seen as follow:
“yes, always. I will give the sufficient time to think the answer
the question. At least I will give them time to re call their
memory to answer the question.”
The statement above explains that the teacher always gave her students
sufficient wait time to think about the answer to give her students opportunity to
recall her memory.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher asked her students
to write down their answer. The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes at least when they write their answer, they will focus to
write down the answer, so the opportunity to disturb their friend
will decreased.”
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The statement above indicates that the teacher asked her students to write
down the answer to make students busy to write their answer, so it decreased
disturbance.
Asking students to respond their friend’s comment was one of teacher
strategy that teacher could use to reduce classroom management problems.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher asked her students’
classmates to respond the another responses, the teacher said yes. The teacher’s
response can be seen as follow:
“Yes, because I must give opportunity to my students to deliver
their knowledge by answer or respond their classmates
question.”
Based on the teacher response, the teacher gave opportunity to the
students to respond their classmates comment to know how far the knowledge
that the student have.
The researcher also asked the teacher about whether the teacher respond
to every students answer. The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes, because respond is one of important part of question.”
Based on the answer of the teacher, the researcher knows that the teacher
gave respond to her students’ answers.
When the researcher asked whether the teacher gave correction and
comment to every students’ answers , The teacher answered as follow:
“yes, depend on the their answer, if their question is right, so I
will not give correction and comments”
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The statement above indicates that the teacher correction was based on
the students answer. If the answer was true, she would not give correction and
comments. If the answer was not true, she would gave correction.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher gave reasoning and
essay to her students and after that justify and explaining their answer, the
teacher answered as follow:
“usually yes, because by asking the students to justify or
explaining their answer the student can promotes their higherorder thinking”
From the statement above, the researcher concludes that the teacher asked
students to justify or explaining their answer to promotes students higher-order
thinking. .
The last question from the researcher to the teacher is whether the teacher
gave stimulus and asked the students to give question. The answer of the teacher
can be seen as follow:
“yes, by using stimulus usually they will more brave and more
spirit to asking question,”
The researcher can conclude that the teacher used stimulus for student so
that they would have more spirit and were brave to ask question.

Teacher B
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From the interview with teacher B, it was found that she used various
kind of questioning strategy to reduce classroom management problems. From
the result of interview with the teacher B, she said that:
”Yes, because by using certain strategy, we can manage the
class so that they keep focus and understand whit what that we
said”
Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded that the teacher
used various questioning strategy to manage her class during the question answer
session so that the students can focus with materials.
When the researcher asked whether she generated question that were
clearly written for her students, the answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes, when I planning the lesson, I will show the written
question. But sometimes, when I talk in the class or on the field,
sometimes enough just with spoken, and I always make the
question based on students need that suitable with the material”
The researcher concluded that the teacher prepared or generated the
written question but sometimes the teacher did not applied the question on the
with board. She just said the question, and she made the question based on her
students’ need.
The researcher also ask whether she gave classroom rules for her students
in giving question. She said yes, she gave classroom rules for her students in
giving question. The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
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“No, because they free to answer the question or develop what
that they have on their mind and to develop their creativity to
understand or answer the question based on what I said”
Based on the statement above, researcher concludes that the teachers did
not gave the rules so that the students were free to express their self and could
improve their creativity.
Calling students randomly is one of strategy that teachers can use to
reduce classroom management problem. The researcher ask whether the teacher
called her students randomly . The teacher’s response can be seen as follow:
“of course, but if stuck, we can use other strategy because
sometime the students feel nervous or we can use stimulus, and
when I called them randomly they will focus with the question
that I give”
Based on teacher response, the researcher concludes that the teacher
called on her students randomly to make sure that the students focused with the
lesson
When the researcher asked the teacher about whetherr she cued the
students before ask question. The teacher said yes. The teacher’s answer can be
seen as below:
“Yes, I will cue my students first so that they ready to answer
the question”
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From the statement of the teacher, the researcher can conclude that
teachers cued her students before ask question to make sure that the students
ready to answer the question.
The researcher asked about giving question based on students level. The
teacher said that she gave question based on students level. The answer of the
teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes based on their level because if over from their level, they
will not comprehend, so that’s why before we come to the next
chapter, I will give them know about what material that we will
learn so they can find the another resource like other book or
internet ”
Based on the statement above, the teacher gave question based on
students level because if they got question more than their level, the students
would not comprehend.
The next question from the researcher is do the teachers give feedback for
students correct answer?. The teacher’s answer can be seen as below:
“of course we must give reward, praise or spirit so that they will
enthusiastic in answer the question ”
Based on the statement above the researcher concludes that the teacher
gave feedback for students to make the students enthusiastic to answer the
question.
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When the researcher asked whether the teachers gave question that
involve personal issues or opinions, the teacher said she usually asked question
that involve personal issues or opinions in the beginning of the class. The answer
of the teacher is showed as follow:
“sometimes yes, sometimes I just ask them about the material,
without ask their opinion but if like make conclusion or
reflection maybe I need it.”
The statement above also indicates that the teacher sometimes gave
question that involve personal issues when she want to ask about the conclusion.
When the researcher asked to the teacher about whether she gave question
which her students were able to answer. The teacher said yes. The answer of the
teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes, because I believe that after have explained the material off
course they can answer my question.”
Based on the teacher statement above, it can be conclude that the teacher
gave question which her students were able to answer because they had
explained the material before.
The researcher also asked whether the teacher gave sufficient wait time
for students to think about the answer . The teacher said that she gave the
students more time to think about the answer. The teacher’s response can be seen
as follow:
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“yes, because some question maybe need more time to think and
discuss the answer”
Based on the teacher response above, the researcher can conclude that
teacher gave sufficient time to the students to think about the answer because the
students needed time to think and discuss the answer.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher ask her students to
write down their answer. The teacher said yes . The teacher’s answer can be seen
as below:
“Yes, I will ask them to write down their answer so that the way
to answer the question have variation”
The statement above also indicates that the teacher asked students to write
down their answer to give variation in answering the question
The researcher asked about whether the teacher called students’
classmates to respond to another’s responses. The teacher said yes too, because
students’ answer is important. The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes off course, because students answer sometimes important,
not just the teacher that can answer the question, by asked other
students to answer the question we can measure how far the
student knowledge”
Based on the teacher answer above, the teacher gave chance to students
to respond their classmate’ questions to know how far the student knowledge
was.
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Responding the question is one of teacher’s strategies that teachers can
use to reduce classroom management problems during question answer session.
The researcher asked to the teacher whether the teacher responded to every
students answer. She said yes, to appreciate the students answer. The answer of
the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes, because respond is one of the way for teachers to
appreciate students opinion”
Based on the statement above, the researcher concludes that the teacher
gave respond to the students answer to appreciate the students’ opinions.
When the researcher asked about whether the teachers gave correction
and comment to every students answer and offered specific praise to the students,
the teacher said:
“yes, but it depend on students answer because if the students
answer is true so what is it for the comment and correction ”
From the statement above, the teacher gave correction and comment
depend on students’ answer.
The researcher asked the teacher about whether she gave reasoning and
essay question for her students and after that justify and explaining their reason.
the teacher response is as follow:
“sometime yes, If I need why they state the answer, so we will
discuss it together it same if I don’t need it so I will not asked
them to justify their answer.”
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From the statement above, the researcher concludes that teacher rarely
used this strategy
The last question of interview, the researcher asked about whether the
teacher gave stimulus and asked the students to give question. She said that she
usually gave stimulus to the students to ask question. The answer of the teacher
can be mentioned as follow:
“yes, by give point plus for their question”
The teacher gave stimulus to the students by giving plus point for the
question.

Teacher C
From the interview with teacher C, it is found that she also used various
kind of questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems. From
the result of interview with the teacher C, she said that:
”Yes,because if I just use one strategy it make there is no
variation.and if I use various kind of strategies, the students will
be more interest and every student has their own chance to
answer the question. Because many student interest to
participate in answering the question. They must be active when
they are studying so all of students get opportunity to deliver
their opinion”
Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded that the teacher
used various questioning strategy to reduce classroom management problems to
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make sure that the students got the same opportunity to deliver their opinion and
make students become more active.
When the researcher asked about whether she generated question that were
clearly written for her students. The answer of the teacher is as follow:
“Yes, I make written question based on the students exercise. I
arrange the question when I at my home, because before start
teaching, I have lesson plan so if there is lesson plan, it will be
clear what question that I will write based on material that i will
teach. From lesson plan, I can made or design the question and I
made the question based on students need and the question
should be sequenced on the logical way”
The researcher concluded that the teacher prepared or generated the
written question based on her lesson plan, and she made the question based on
her students need.
The researcher also asked about whether she gave classroom rules for her
students in giving question. She said yes, she gave classroom rules for her
students in giving question. The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“Actually I don’t need to say it again to my students, because I
teach in 1X grade, so the students know if they want to ask
something or ask question they must follow the rules like raise
their hand, listen carefully to classmates comments and so on”
Based on the statement above, researcher concludes that the students
knew what that should they do if they wanted to ask something or ask question,
they must follow the rules.
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Calling students randomly is one of strategy that teachers can use to
reduce classroom management problem. The researcher asked whether the
teacher called her students randomly. The teacher response can be seen as follow:
“Yes, if I give question, I will call my students randomly, I rarely
ask the students “who can answer the question?”. Because if I
ask them like that, it must be the same students that will raise
their hand, that’s why I prefer to call them random so they will
stay focus”
Based on teacher response, the researcher concludes that the teacher
called on her students randomly to make sure that the students focused with the
lesson
When the researcher asked the teacher about cueing the students before
ask question. The teacher said yes, she must cue her students before asking
question. The teacher answered as follow:
“Yes, I will cue my students before asking question, because
cueing the class before asking the question, it can minimize
disruptive outburst”
From the statement of the teacher, the researcher can conclude that
teachers cued her students before asking question to minimize outburst in the
class.
The researcher asked about giving question based on students level. The
teacher said that she gave question based on students level. The answer of the
teacher can be seen as follow:
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“of course, if I give the question and material to high, the class
will be not active, but when the material and the question
suitable with their level, they can explore the answer at least
they ever know and ever seen. So I give the question based on
student level”
Based on the statement above, the teacher gave question based on
students level to make the class become more active.
The next question from the researcher is, do the teachers give feedback
for students correct answer? The teacher’s answer can be seen as below:
“of course, usually if they give right answer, I will say excellent,
good boy, good girl, very good, so that they will happy, if they
get feedback usually they will more enthusiasm, and they think
what that they do is good.”
Based on the statement above, the researcher conclude that the teacher
gave feedback for students to make the learning process become more active and
to make students become more enthusiasm.
When the researcher asked whether

the teachers gave question that

involve personal issues or opinions, The teacher said she usually asked question
that involve personal issues or opinions in the beginning of the class. The answer
of the teacher is showed as follow:
“yes, usually before we start, we explore the material first, to
start the material I always ask the students opinions first or
information about personal issues that related with the material,
for example in the chapter one we learnt about “hope”, so I ask
the students about their hope first ”
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The statement above indicates that the teacher gave questions that involve
personal issues when she wanted to start the new material.
When the researcher asked the teacher about whether she gave questions
which her students were able to answer. The teacher said usually yes. The answer
of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“usually yes, because before I ask, I will see first perhaps my
students able to answer the question or not. The teacher usually
know how is the student ability, because when the teachers come
to the class for several times, the teachers will know about the
characteristic of their student”
Based on the teacher statement above, it can be concluded that she
usually gave questions which her students were able to answer by seeing first
whether the students were able to answer the question or not.
The researcher also asked about whether the teacher gave sufficient wait
time for students to think about the answer . The teacher said that she gave the
students more time to think about the answer. The teacher response is showed as
follow:
“Yes, I give them more time to think the answer, if I give limit for
the time it will not balance between smart students and poor
students, basically the teachers should have knowledge about
their students”
Based on the teacher response above, the researcher can conclude that
teacher gave sufficient time to the students to think about the answer so that there
were similarity between smart and poor students.
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When the researcher asked about whether the teacher asked her students
to write down their answer, the teacher said yes. The teacher’s answer can be
defined as below:
“Yes, sometimes I give them exercise I write the question first on
the white board, then I ask them to re-write and answer the
question in their book, it will minimize their chance to noisy ”
The statement above also indicates that the teacher asked students to write
down their answer to minimize the students chance to be noisy.
The researcher asked about whether the teachers called students’s
classmates to respond to another’s responses . The teacher said yes, to explore
their knowledge . The answer of the teacher can be seen as follow:
“yes, if just the teachers that answer the questions, so I don’t
give chance for students to explore their knowledge, and in the
end when the students have respond the question I will give
comment or conclusion whether the answer right or not”
Based on the teacher answer above, the teacher give chance to students to
respond their classmate question to explore their knowledge .
Responding the question is one of teacher strategy that teachers can use to
reduce classroom management problems during question answer session. The
researcher asked to the teacher whether the teacher responded to every students’
answer. She said yes, to appreciate the students answer. The answer of the
teacher can be seen as follow:
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“Yes, always. Because we must appreciate whit what that they
said. However students need our respond. If they give answer
that not correct yet, we must appreciate with their answer and
after that give them the true one”
Based on the statement above, the researcher concludes that the teacher
gave respond to the students answer to appreciate the students.
When the researcher asked about whether the teacher gave correction and
comment to every students answer and offered specific praise to the students, the
teacher said that she gave comment and correction depend on the students’
answer . The teacher’s answerr can be seen below:
“it depend on students answer, if their answer is right so it don’t
need correction and comment, but if their answer is wrong or not
clear yet, so I must give correction and comment”
From the statement above, the teacher gave correction and comment only
for answering that wrong and not correct yet answer.
The researcher asked the teacher about whether she gave reasoning and
essay question for her students and after that justify and explaining their reason.
The teacher response can be seen as follow:
“yes, usually there are on exercise or worksheet I ask them to
answer the question and after that explain their reason why and
the purpose is to get everyone to talk.”
From the statement above, the teacher asked students to justify their
answer to get their students to talk.
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The last question of interview is whether the researcher asked about do
the give stimulus and ask the students to give question. She said that she usually
gave stimulus to the students to ask question in the beginning of the class. The
answer of the teacher can be mentioned as follow:
“yes, sometimes i give stimulus in the beginning of the class it
important to engaged student to the material ”
The teacher gave stimulus to the students in the beginning of the class to
engage students to the material.

B. Research Discussion
In this part, the researcher tried to analyze the data which had been found by using
interview and field notes.
1. Teachers‟ implementation of the teachers questioning strategies to reduce
classroom management problems
In this step, the researcher used field notes to get the result of the question
about teachers’ implementation of the questioning strategies to reduce classroom
management problems. The explanation is as follow:

a.

Write out some question before planning the lesson
Based on the data of field notes that the researcher got in implementing the

strategies by writing out some questions before planning the lesson, this strategy
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is used by teachers C only. The teacher generated questions that are clearly
written and applied the question on the white board when she was teaching. After
that, she asked the students to answer the questions. The teacher also wrote some
questions that appropriate for students ability, and the teacher wrote some
questions that were sequenced in logical way, but the teacher did not applied all
of the indicator. The teacher did not project the planned question on a screen
using over head or power point but the teacher used white board to applied the
questions.
From the data above, the researcher concludes that the teacher wrote out
some questions before planning the lesson to make sure that the questions were
appropriate to students ability and were sequenced on the logical way.

b. Establish teachers expectations for behavior before beginning the
questioning period
Establish the expectations for behavior before beginning the question period
is important to teacher to minimize the problems. Based on the data from field
notes, this strategy was used by teacher A only. The teachers implemented this
strategy by giving classroom rules to students in giving question, reminding
students to raise their hand if they have question, reminding students to listen
carefully to their classmates comment, and reminding students to respect one
another’s right to self-expression.
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Based on the data above, the researcher concludes that the teachers used this
strategy to reduce confusion and to help the students to know how to act

c.

Call on variety students
The teachers can keep students attention by calling on them randomly, and

based on the researcher field notes, all teachers used this strategy. They called
every student randomly to answer the questions.
The reserarcher can conclude that the teacher called on their students
randomly to keep students attention.

d. Cue students before asking the question
Cueing the class before asking the question can minimize disruptive
outbursts, and based on the researchers field note, the teachers cued their
students before asking question, such as they called on specific students, asked
students to raise their hand before they asked question, asked students to shout
out the answer, and the last they asked all students to think of an answer before
asking the question, but this strategy was not used by teacher A.
The researcher can conclude that the teachers cued their students before
asking the question to minimize disruptive outbursts in the class.
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e.

Ask question that are the appropriate level for each students.
In this strategy, the teachers give variety of questions based on students’

level, and if the students can answer the question, the teachers give feedback to
make students feel success, and the teachers also give question that involve
personal issues or opinions based on the material they have leant or they will
learn.
Based on the statement above, the researcher can conclude that the
teachers gave questions based on students level so that the students could
answer the questions and they would feel success.

f.

Ask question that elicit positive or correct responses.
Students will remain motivated and more willing to remain intellectually

engaged with the teacher if they feel positively toward the information and can
answer the question. And based on researcher field note teachers A, B and C
used this strategy. They gave questions that students were able to answer.
The researcher can conclude that the teacher gave question that student were
able to answer to make the students feel remain motivated to follow the question
answer session.

g.

Provide students sufficient wait time after asking a question and before
responding to students comment
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To give student time to think about the answer, teacher must give sufficient
wait time because the students must hear first the question and decide whether
understand it or not. And all of the teachers implemented this strategy by giving
the students sufficient time to think about the answer.
Based on the data above, the researcher concludes that the teacher A, B, and
C gave their students sufficient wait time to think about the answer.

h. Vary the way students respond to the question
Vary the way students respond to the question is one of strategy used by
teacher C to reduce classroom management problems. The teacher asked student
to write down the answer on their book, and required students to record their
answer to encourage wider participation by the class and to reduce management
problems because students are to busy writing and do not have time to
misbehave.
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that the teacher
asked students to write down their answer to minimize management problems
because when the students were writing, they did not have time to misbehave.

i.

Vary the person who responds to the question
Based on the field note that researcher got from observation, the researcher

sees that teacher A and B varied the person who responds to the question. They
asked other students to respond to the question from their classmate. There are
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some advantages using this strategy such as promoting positive social interaction
by encouraging respectful listening, involving more people in the lesson and
creating a more interactive exchange between individuals and the most important
is decreasing misbehaviour.
Based on the data above, the researcher concluded that teacher varied the
person who respond to the question by asking others students to answer or to
respond the question from their classmates.

j.

Respond to every answer and correct errors
Responding to every answer and correcting students wrong answer show that

the teachers value their ideas. As the result, the students will be more inclined to
behave because they know that the they are respected. Based on researcher field
notes, all teachers used this strategy. They responded to every students’ answer
and gave comment and correction for students wrong answer, and the teacher
also offered specific praise to the students.
The researcher can conclude that the teachers did this strategy to value their
student idea so that the students felt that they are respected.

k. Encourage student to ask questions
Encouraging students to ask question is one of strategies that teachers used
to reduce classroom management problems. This strategy was used by teacher B
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only. The teacher gave stimulus for students by gave point plus for students who
wanted to ask question and after that the teacher asked students to ask question.
Based on the data above, the researcher concludes that the teacher used this
strategy to ask student to give question by giving them stimulus by saying that
the teacher would give them plus point.

2. Questioning strategies used by the teacher to reduce classroom management
problems
After classifying the data, the researcher found that the teachers used twelve
kind of questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems. The
researcher got some information about it. The description about the data is
described as follow:

a. Write out some question when planning the lesson
The data which the researcher got showed that to reduce classroom
management problem, the teachers used this strategy to help them reducing
classroom management problems. This strategy really helps them because this is
effective to avoid vague question. The teachers write out some question when
planning the lesson based on students need and sequenced on the logical way. It
is shown by the statement below:
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“Yes, i made written question based on the students exercise. I
arrange the question when I at my home, because before start
teaching, I have lesson plan so if there is lesson plan, it will be
clear what question that I will write based on material that i will
teach. From lesson plan, I can make or design the question and I
made the question based on students need and the question
should be sequenced on the logical way.”
From the statement above, it can be seen that writing out some questions
when planning the lesson is one of the questioning strategy that teacher choose to
reduce classroom management problem in question-answer session for teaching.

b. Establish the expectations for behavior before beginning the questioning
period
This strategy is also one of the teachers’ choice because it also helps them to
reduce classroom management problem during question answer session. The
teacher gave some rules in giving question such as reminding students to raise
their, reminding the students listen carefully to their classmates comments and so
on. When the teacher use this strategy, teachers can help students to know how to
act. One of teachers who answered like that can be mentioned as follow:
“yes, if I did not give rules when asking or giving the answer, so
usually confusion will happen, like when their friend is answer
the question so the other students will busy to chat with, so I give
the rules for example when their friend is answering the question
if they not pay their attention so I will ask them to replay the
question so they will know how to act ”
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Based on the statement above, the researcher concludes that the teachers
choose the strategy to help the students know how to act because if when asking
and answer the teacher did not use this strategy, confusion will happen.

c. Call on variety of students
The teacher also use this strategy, calling on variety of students. Their
questioning strategy really helps them because all of students will have the same
chance to answer the question and they will stay focus with the lesson. One of
teacher answered like that can be mentioned as follow:
“Yes, if I give question, I will call my students randomly, I rarely
ask the students “who can answer the question?”. Because if I
ask them like that, it must be the same students that will raise
their hand, that’s why I prefer to call them random so they will
stay focus.”
Based on the statement above, the reserarcher can conclude that the teachers
call on a variety on students to give all students the same chance to answer the
question and make students to stay focus with the material.

d. Cue students before asking question
Classroom management problems arise because well-intentioned students
cannot read their teachers mind and thus do not know how to act. Cueing student
before asking question is one of questioning strategies that teachers use in
question-answer period to reduce classroom management problems. The
statement from one of the teacher can be define as below:
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“Yes, I will cue my students before asking question, because
cueing the class before asking the question, it can minimize
disruptive outburst.”
Based on the statement above, the researcher can conclude that the teacher
cued students before asking question to disruptive outburst.

e. Ask question that are the appropriate level for each students.
Asking quaetions that are the appropriate level for each students is one of
strategy that teacher used to reduce classroom management problem during
question answer session because students will feel success follow the lesson and
the class become more active if they can answer the question. It is showed by the
statement below:
“of course, if I give the question and material to high, the class
will be not active, but when the material and the question
suitable with their level, they can explore the answer at least
they ever know and ever seen. So I give the question based on
student level.”
From the answer of one of the teacher above, the researcher can conclude
the teacher used asking question that are appropriate level for each student
strategy. She gave variety questions based on students level to make her students
felt success and the class became more active.

f. Ask question that elicit positive or correct responses
This strategy is usually used by teacher to keep their students engaged for as
long as possible. Teacher used this strategy to make students remain motivated
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and more willing to remain intellectually engaged with the teacher if they
positively toward the information, and they can answer the teachers question
correctly most of the time. If the teacher ask questions that were not elicit
correct responds, the students will become passive and confuse. The reason for
this statement can be seen from the result of interview below:
“of course, because if I give question not based on their level
they will confuse and the class become passive”
Based on the statement above, the researcher can conclude that the
teacher used this strategy to reduce confusion and to make students become
more active to answer the question.

g. Provide students with sufficient wait time after asking a question and
before responding to their comments.
Provide students with sufficient time after asking a question and before
responding to their question is one of important strategies that teacher can used to
reduce classroom during question answer session. When the teachers increase the
amount of wait time, the length of the responses increase. The responses reflect
higher-level thought, and the failures to respond decrease. According to one of
teachers who provided students with sufficient wait time after asking a question
and before responding to their comments, it is important to student because they
need to recall their memory first about the material to answer the question. It can
be showed by the statement below:
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“yes, always. I will give the sufficient time to think the answer
the question. At least I will give them time to re call their
memory to answer the question.”
Based on the statement above, the researcher can conclude that the
teacher use this strategy to give students opportunity to think the answer and
recall their memory to answer the question.

h. Vary the way students respond to question.
This is one of strategy that teacher used to reduce classroom management
problem in questioning period because by using this strategy, students were too
busy writing and didn’t have time to misbehave. The answer of the teacher can
be seen as follow:
“yes at least when they write their answer, they will focus to
write down the answer, so the opportunity to disturb their friend
will decreased.”
The statement above indicates that the teacher asked her students to write
down the answer to make students busy to write their answer, so it would
decreased disturbance.

i. Vary person who respond to the question.
Rather than the teachers always responding to the students, another variation
is to ask classmates to respond to one another responses. This is one strategy
that teacher can use to reduce the problem in classroom management during
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questioning period, and according to all of the teachers this strategy is also
important to know how far the student knowledge about the materials. The
answer of the teachers can be seen as follow:
“yes, if just the teachers that answer the questions, so I don’t
give chance for students to explore their knowledge, and in the
end when the students have respond the question I will give
comment or conclusion whether the answer right or not”
Based on the teacher answer above, the teacher gave chance to students
to respond their classmate question to explore their knowledge.

j. Respond to every answer and correct errors
Responding to every answer and correcting students wrong answer will
show that the teacher value students’ ideas. As the result, the students will be
more inclined to behave because they now that the they are respected. Based on
researcher interview, all teachers use this strategy. The statement from one of the
teacher is as follow:
“Yes, always. Because we must appreciate whit what that they
said. However students need our respond. If they give answer
that not correct yet, we must appreciate with their answer after
that give them the true one”

The statement above indicates that the teacher responded to every student
answer to show that the teachers valued the students idea, and if the students
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answer is errors, the teacher would give comment and correction, and after that
she gave the right answer.

k. Ask follow-up question
Asking follow up question allows students to get to talk. By using this
strategy, the teacher can reduce classroom management problem. The answer of
the teachers can be seen as follow:
“yes, usually there are on exercise or worksheet I ask them to
answer the question and after that explain their reason why and
the purpose is to get everyone to talk”
From the statement above, the teacher ask students to justify their answer
to get their students to talk.
l. Encourage students to ask question
Encourage students to ask question is one of strategy that teachers used to
reduce classroom management problems. The teacher gave stimulus for students
by giving plus point for students who wanted to ask question and after that the
teacher asked students to ask question. The statement from one of the teacher can
be seen as below:
“yes, by using stimulus usually they will more brave and more
spirit to asking question, and usually stimulus that I give like
point plus for their score.”
The researcher can conclude that the teacher used stimulus for student so
that they would have more spirit and be brave to asking question.
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Based on the data above, the most teachers used all of strategies to
reduce classroom management problems. From the of interview, researcher has
gotten to the respondents, the researcher got the conclusion that to reduce
classroom management problems during questioning period, the teacher used
various strategies such as writing out some questions when planning the lesson,
establishing the expectations for behavior before beginning the questioning
period, calling on a variety students, cueing students before asking the question,
asking question that are the appropriate level for each students, asking
questions that elicit positive or correct responses, providing students with
sufficient wait time after asking a question and before responding to their
comments, varying the way students respond to questions, varying person who
responds to the questions, responding to every answer and correcting errors,
asking follow-up question, and the last encouraging students to ask questions.
The questioning strategies really helped them to reduce classroom management
problems in questioning period.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After analyzing and interpreting the obtained data in the previous chapter, the
conclusion and suggestion below as the last part of this research are taken. The
conclusion below is the answer of the research question, while the suggestion is intended
to give information to the readers who are interest in doing further research in this area.
A. CONCLUSION
As mentioned before, this research strived to answer how the teachers implement
questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems and what
questioning strategies are used by teachers to reduce classroom management
problems. Based on the result of this research, the researcher concludes that the
teachers in SMPN 01 Kepahiang have implemented most of questioning strategy
and used questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems such as
writing out some questions when planning the lesson, establishing the expectations
for behavior before beginning the questioning period, calling on a variety students,
cueing students before asking the question, asking question that are the appropriate
level for each students, asking questions that elicit positive or correct responses,
providing students with sufficient wait time after asking a question and before
responding to their comments, varying the way students respond to questions,
varying person who respond to the questions, responding to every answer and
94
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correcting errors, asking follow-up question, and the last encouraging students to
ask questions, and as the result the classroom management problems are minimized
by using most of this strategies.

B. SUGGESTION
After doing observation in the classroom and interviewing all of respondents, the
researcher would like to give some suggestion which may be useful for:
1. The School
The school can use the questioning strategy not only for English teacher
but also can be use for the other subject because by using the questioning
strategy, it is easier to teacher to reduce classroom management problem
during question answer session.
2. The Teacher
Questioning strategy is one of important keys that teachers can use to
reduce classroom management problems during questioning period. So, to
minimize or to reduce the classroom management problems, the teachers can
use one or more than strategies based on the theory explained by Nathan
bond. It can be helpful to teach in the classroom, so the teacher can use some
questioning strategies to reduce classroom management problems
3. Future Researcher
The future researchers have to make the other researcher which is better
than this one. This research can be used as the related finding.
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